
Design 
your own Strip!

What is harder to 
catch the faster you run?Your breath!

Where do footballers 
go to star in movies?Volleywood!
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Mr Aziz's  
Football jokes

What never moves but runs the whole  length of the pitch?
The sideline!

Why are  

wingers so cool?

Because they stand nearest 

the fans!

When fish play 
football, who is the captain?

The team’s kipper!

What’s 

the best thing to do  

when the pitch floods? 

Bring on your subs!
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Mr McKlop’s coaching corner!

1) Dribble up to each cone and pretend you are 
going to flick the ball past it with your right or left 
foot.   
2) Instead of flicking the ball, step over the ball 
with your kicking foot. 
3) Push off the foot you stepped over the ball  
with and flick the ball past the cone with your other 
boot in the opposite direction.  
4) At the next cone, repeat the move the other  
way around. 
5) When you get really good at getting past the 
cones, try a double step-over! Step-over with one 
boot, then the other, before flicking the ball past 
the cone with your first foot.

To really fool your markers, dip your shoulder on 
the side you’re stepping over with. For example,  
if you are stepping over with your right, dip your 
right shoulder. 

Step-over

Step-up your game



1. A player has a clean  
shot on goal when  
their teammate, who is  
on a hat trick, barges 
them off the ball and scores.  
What do you do?

a) Award the goal
b) Show them both a yellow card
c) Scratch your head

2. What is the minimum number of  
players a team can have on the pitch  
in an eleven-a-side match?

a) Nine
b) Seven
c) One: the goalie

3. A player takes a throw-in that never  
makes it onto the pitch. How do you react?

a) With belly laughs
b) Order them to retake the throw-in
c) Give the throw-in to the other team

Grab the whistle

If you were the referee,  
would you make  

the right call?

Answers: 1a, 2b, 3b
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